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Abstract. Three indices of larval retention have been used in the literature to assess the

tendency for self-maintenance of local marine populations: local retention (LR), self-

recruitment (SR), and relative local retention (RLR). Only one of these, LR, defined as the

ratio of locally produced settlement to local egg production, has a clear relationship to self-

persistence of individual sites. However, SR, the ratio of locally produced settlement to

settlement of all origins at a site, is generally easier to measure experimentally. We use

theoretical, simulation, and empirical approaches to bridge the gap between these different

indices, and demonstrate that there is a proportional relationship between SR and LR for

metapopulations close to a stable state and with lifetime egg production (LEP) approximately

uniform over space. Similarly, for systems where larval mortality rates are a relatively uniform

function of release site, RLR (defined as the ratio of locally produced settlement to all

settlement of local origin) and LR will also be proportional. Therefore, SR and RLR provide

information on relative rates of LR for systems satisfying these conditions. Furthermore, the

ratio between LR and SR can be used to evaluate global persistence of metapopulations, and

therefore provides valuable information not necessarily available if only LR is considered.

Key words: connectivity; larval dispersal; lifetime egg production; local retention; marine reserve;
metapopulation; network persistence; population persistence; self-persistence; self-recruitment.

INTRODUCTION

Based on modeling work and a limited number of

empirical results, Cowen et al. (2000) stated 15 years ago

that marine populations may not be as open as

previously thought. Since then, this statement has been

supported by several field studies assessing the ratio of

locally produced settlement to settlement of all origins

arriving at a given settlement site, generally referred to

by the term self-recruitment (SR; Botsford et al. 2009).

Unexpectedly high values of SR have been regularly

reported (e.g., Jones et al. 1999, 2005, Almany et al.

2007, Hamilton et al. 2008, Planes et al. 2009, Carson et

al. 2010, Saenz-Agudelo et al. 2011, 2012, Hogan et al.

2012), suggesting that marine systems are less open than

historically assumed (SR is equal to one minus

‘‘openness’’ as defined by Hixon et al. [2002] and Pinsky

et al. [2012]). However, Burgess et al. (2014) recently

demonstrated that these high empirical SR estimates do

not assure self-persistence of individual recruitment sites

(i.e., that sites are ‘‘closed’’ in the sense of being self-

sustaining). Rather, the ratio of locally produced

settlement to total local larval release, referred to as

local retention (LR; Botsford et al. 2009), is necessary to

test for self-persistence of individual sites. But LR is

difficult to assess experimentally because it depends on

the number of eggs produced at each site, which is often

poorly known. Furthermore, its interpretation in terms

of persistence requires a measure of the lifetime egg

production (LEP) of an average recruit to the adult

population (Burgess et al. 2014), which is not always

available. Finally, when LR is insufficient to ensure self-

persistence of individual recruitment sites, global net-

work persistence of the marine metapopulation depends

on the full connectivity matrix describing probability of

larval exchanges between all pairs of sites (Burgess et al.

2014), which is even more complex to measure.

These considerations call into question the value of

empirical observations of SR for assessing persistence of

populations, e.g., in the context of marine spatial

management. Recently, Hogan et al. (2012) proposed

to assess local retention using another measure: the ratio
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of locally produced settlement to the total number of

settlers locally produced, here referred to by the term

relative local retention (RLR). Hogan et al. (2012) found

that RLR values were similar in magnitude to SR values

measured at the same sites, and therefore concluded that

‘‘self-recruitment might be a good estimator of [relative]

local retention.’’ This conclusion is interesting because,

if it is widely applicable and RLR values are informative

of LR values, then SR measurements provide valuable

indices of self-persistence that are relatively easy to

measure empirically. However, the robustness of this

empirically observed relationship has yet to be tested in

other systems and its consequences for persistence in

marine metapopulations are uncertain, due to the lack

of a clear theoretical understanding of the relationships

between the indices of retention.

The objective of the present study is to identify

theoretical and empirical links between SR, LR, and

RLR, as well as assess their utility for understanding

population persistence. We begin by mathematically

defining the three measures and exploring the theoretical

relationships between them in the context of a marine

metapopulation connected by larval dispersal. These

relationships are then tested using two different ap-

proaches: simulated marine metapopulations with arbi-

trary patterns of connectivity, and empirical

observations of connectivity. As connectivity is fre-

quently measured some time after recruitment into the

juvenile population has occurred (Pineda et al. 2007), we

also examine theoretically and via simulations the

consequences of post-settlement density-dependent re-

cruitment for retention indices and persistence assess-

ments. This study therefore bridges the gap between

theoretical and empirical assessments of these variables,

and provides information directly relevant to the use of

these retention indicators for management of marine

ecosystems.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Definition of retention indicators

As the terminology used for the retention indicators

described in Introduction varied in the literature, it is

useful to begin with some mathematical definitions of

the three indicators. Let us consider a marine metapop-

ulation with planktonic early life stages (eggs and larvae)

and sedentary juveniles and adults living in a patchy

environment. We suppose that we have a set of n patches

for egg release and larval recruitment. For i, j 2 f1, 2,
. . . , ng, if we define Nt ¼ (Ni,t) to be the vector

containing the number of eggs produced at each patch i

at time t, and C ¼ (cji ) to be the connectivity matrix

describing the proportion of eggs released at patch i that

recruit into the juvenile population at patch j (Pineda et

al. 2007), then local retention on patch i, LRi, is the ratio

of larval recruitment in this patch (ciiNi,t) to local egg

production (Ni,t)

LRi ¼
ciiNi;t

Ni;t
¼ cii: ð1Þ

As noted by Botsford et al. (2009), LR is equal to the

diagonal elements of the connectivity matrix. It does not

depend on egg production (Nt), meaning it is indepen-

dent of temporal changes in adult population size.

For relative local retention on patch i, RLRi, the

denominator of the ratio is replaced by the total number

of larvae of local origin that recruit into all habitat

patches

RLRi ¼
ciiNi;t

Xn

j¼1

cjiNi;t

¼ 1

Xn

j¼1

cji

LRi: ð2Þ

RLR does not depend on egg production, but it does

depend on the connectivity between the focal patch and

the ensemble of patches in the system.

Self-recruitment on patch i at time t, SRi,t, is the ratio

of locally produced recruits to all local recruitment

SRi;t ¼
ciiNi;t

Xn

j¼1

cijNj;t

¼ 1

Xn

j¼1

cijNj;t=Ni;t

LRi: ð3Þ

Unlike LR and RLR, SR depends on egg production

in the different habitat patches (relative to that of the

focal patch) and therefore on temporal changes in

population size. SR also depends on connectivity

between every patch and the focal patch.

Fig. 1 shows LR, SR, and RLR as defined for patch 1

of a schematic two-patch metapopulation.

Links among retention indicators and their relevance

for persistence

In order to understand the links between these

retention indicators, it is necessary to place them in

the context of a full life-cycle metapopulation model. In

addition to the vector of egg production levels in each

patch, Nt , and the connectivity matrix, C, we assume

that a recruit to patch j has an average lifetime egg

production (LEP) of ej.

FIG. 1. Local retention (LR), self-recruitment (SR), and
relative local retention (RLR) as defined for patch 1 of a
schematic two-patch metapopulation. Ni is the number of eggs
released at patch ij and cij is the proportion of these eggs that
recruit into the juvenile population at patch j.
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Assuming non-overlapping time-discrete generations,

the metapopulation dynamics are described by the

following system for each generation t:

Ntþ1 ¼MNt

with Nt ¼

N1;t

N2;t

..

.

Nn;t

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; M ¼

m11 m12 . . . m1n

m21 m22 . . . m2n

..

. . .
. ..

.

mn1 . . . . . . mnn

0
BBB@

1
CCCA;

and mji ¼ ejcji ð4Þ

where M is a matrix that has elements (mji ) that are the

product of egg production (ej) and connectivity (cji ).

This model also applies asymptotically (i.e., after many

generations) to age-structured populations with over-

lapping generations (Kaplan et al. 2006). Initially, we

will assume that C is density independent, but this

assumption will be relaxed later on.

First note that if one ignores larval dispersal between

different patches by setting off-diagonal elements of the

connectivity matrix to zero, then the dynamics reduce to

Ni,tþ1¼ eiciiNi,t. Therefore, egg production will be stable

or increasing in a patch if eicii � 1, or in other terms,

LEP 3 LR � 1. This is the self-persistence condition

described by Burgess et al. (2014).

As the definitions of SR and RLR involve connectiv-

ity between distinct patches, their relationships to LR

and population persistence can only be understood by

examining the dynamics of the full system. At an

arbitrary time, little link is evident between SR and LR

because SR depends on the population state vector Nt.

However, asymptotically, our population model reduces

to Ntþ1 ¼ kMNt with kM the largest eigenvalue of M. If

LEP is uniform over space, then kM ¼ ekC where kC is

the largest eigenvalue of C and e . 0 is the uniform LEP

value. In this case, we asymptotically obtain Ntþ1¼ eCNt

¼ ekCNt, i.e.,
Pn

j¼1 cijNj;t ¼ kCNi,t for any patch i.

Substituting in Eq. 3, one finds that LR¼kCSR, i.e., LR

is proportional to SR on all patches with kC playing the

role of constant of proportionality. When LEP varies

over space with standard deviation r, the relationship

still holds approximately on each patch with LR¼kCSR
þ O(r), where O (Landau’s symbol) refers to big O

notation, i.e. the error made when using the approxi-

mation is proportional to r (see mathematical proof in

Appendices A and B).

A direct consequence of this relationship is that the

condition for global persistence of the metapopulation,

kM � 1 (by the Perron-Frobenius theorem), becomes

LEP3LR/SR � 1 equally on all patches asymptotically

when LEP is uniform over space. If LEP varies over

space, then the conditions LEP 3LR/SR � 1 assessed on

multiple patches, where LEP is the spatial mean of LEP,

are valid approximate conditions for global persistence

of the metapopulation as long as r is small (see

Appendix A).

RLR has a similar approximately proportional rela-

tionship to LR, with variability in larval survival between

release sites (i.e., the sums of the columns of C¼
Pn

j¼1 cji )

playing a similar role to that played by spatial variability

in LEP for the relationship between LR and SR.

Effects of collecting settlers vs. recruits

Until now, we have made no separation between

settlers, i.e., larvae immediately after the planktonic

dispersal phase, and recruits, i.e., larvae that have

survived potentially density-dependent early post-settle-

ment mortality and are ready to enter the juvenile

population. Whereas numerical larval dispersal studies

generally only attempt to simulate the prior (e.g., Cuif et

al. 2014), most empirical studies collect individuals

sometime after settlement occurs (Pineda et al. 2007).

To understand how this relates to retention indices

and persistence estimates, it is necessary to separate the

connectivity matrix C into two terms: a term accounting

for physical transport and pre-settlement larval mortal-

ity, and a term for post-settlement mortality up until

recruitment. If we define D ¼ (dji ) to be the dispersal

matrix representing the proportions of eggs released at

some patch i that survive to settlement at some patch j,

and fj to be the (potentially density-dependent) proba-

bility that a settler in patch j survives to recruitment,

then cji ¼ fjdji and

LRi ¼ fidii

RLRi ¼
fidii

Xn

j¼1

fjdji

SRi;t ¼
fidiiNi;t

Xn

j¼1

fidijNj;t

¼ diiNi;t

Xn

j¼1

dijNj;t

: ð5Þ

Here, it is implicitly assumed that post-settlement

survival does not depend on the origin of the larvae.

Assuming now that individuals are collected as

settlers, instead of recruits, leads to omitting all f values

in the above equations. This shows that (1) LR decreases

if recruits instead of settlers are collected due to the

larval mortality included in f, (2) RLR will generally

differ if recruits vs. settlers are collected (unless all f

values are identical, i.e., all the different sites have equal

post-settlement survivorship), and (3) SR is the same for

individuals collected as settlers or recruits (unless settlers

of different origins have different post-settlement

survivorship; Vigliola and Meekan 2002, Hamilton et

al. 2008). These observations have consequences for

density-dependent recruitment. If an increase in the

number of settlers leads to a decrease in the f values due

CHRISTOPHE LETT ET AL.2238 Ecology, Vol. 96, No. 8



to negative density dependence, then LR based on the

number of recruits will decrease at high recruitment

levels. Changes in RLR due to density dependence are

more difficult to predict, as they depend on the relative

rates of post-settlement mortality in habitat patches.

Though SR does not depend directly on the f values, it

depends indirectly on them via the egg production levels

in the habitat patches, and, therefore, it may vary as a

function of density dependence.

For persistence assessments, it is necessary that LEP is

calculated from the point in the life cycle that individuals

are collected for assessing retention (i.e., at settlement or

recruitment), so that LEP accounts for survival from

this point to death while retention indicators account for

survival from egg to this point (Burgess et al. 2014).

APPLICATION OF THEORY

The robustness of the theory was tested in two ways:

using empirical observations and using simulated

random patterns of connectivity.

Empirical data

To our knowledge, Carson et al. (2010), Saenz-

Agudelo et al. (2011, 2012), and Hogan et al. (2012)

are the only experimental studies to have assessed a

connectivity matrix, i.e., exchanges of individuals

between multiple, spatially distinct sites, over several

years, providing valuable data sets to test a robust

empirical link between SR, LR, and RLR in marine

metapopulations. However, only Saenz-Agudelo et al.’s

(2011, 2012) empirical connectivity data is available in

an unabridged, multiyear format, and, therefore, these

data are examined here. Saenz-Agudelo et al. (2011,

2012) studied connectivity among eight spatially distinct

subpopulations of the panda clownfish Amphiprion

polymnus in Papua New Guinea (see Plate 1) over three

years (2008–2010). From Saenz-Agudelo et al.’s (2011,

2012) data set, we added the summer and winter

connectivity matrices of each year and then calculated

for each year and sampling site (1) SR, as they did,

dividing the number of locally produced recruits

( juveniles in Saenz-Agudelo et al.’s [2011, 2012] studies)

by the number of recruits of all origins (i.e., diagonal

element of a matrix divided by the sum of elements in

the corresponding row), (2) RLR, dividing the number

of locally produced recruits by the total number of

recruits locally produced (i.e., diagonal element of a

matrix divided by the sum of elements in the corre-

sponding column), and (3) LR, dividing the number of

locally produced recruits by the number of adults

(referred to as breeders in Saenz-Agudelo et al. 2011).

For calculating LR, we assumed that the number of

adults is proportional to the number of eggs produced.

LR, SR, and RLR estimates were compared by first

removing from the data set the sites sampled by Saenz-

Agudelo et al. (2011, 2012) for which SR¼LR¼RLR¼0.

We then analyzed the relationship between LR and SR,

LRandRLR, and SRandRLRover all sites using a linear

model for each of the three different years (2008, n ¼ 7;

2009, n¼ 7; 2010, n¼ 5). In all cases, the intercept of the
best-fitted linearmodel was not significantly different from

0 (P . 0.05). Therefore, we finally analyzed all the
relationships with a linear model forced through (0,0). We

used the same approach for a limited number of
simulations. All statistics were computed using R version

2.15.0 (R Development Core Team 2012).

Simulations

Simulations were used to investigate quantitatively the
effect of variable LEP values among patches on the

relationships between LR, SR, and RLR. Simulated
connectivity matrices C with elements chosen randomly

from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 were
generated for a system with eight habitat patches. Values

of LEP, ej, were chosen randomly from a gamma
distribution with mean 1 and different values of

standard deviation r covering the interval [0,1]. The
dominant eigenvalue kM of the matrix M was then

calculated and M was multiplied by 1.001/kM to avoid
the population decreasing or growing too fast. The

dynamical system in the absence of density-dependent
recruitment (Eq. 4) was then run through time for 10 000

time steps, ensuring the convergence to the asymptotic
stable spatial distribution. At the end of each simulation,

the values of LR, SR, and RLR were calculated along
the eight patches and the correlation coefficient between
these indices assessed. Linear models were also calcu-

lated for a limited number of simulation runs using the
same procedure as for empirical data.

Density dependence

Density-dependent recruitment was integrated into
our model formulation by making the proportion of

settlers surviving as recruits, fj, a function of the
settlement rate. To evaluate the impact of negative

density dependence on retention indices, the dispersal
matrix was configured as in Simulations, except that

LEP was assumed uniform over space in order to isolate
the effect of density dependence. A single Beverton-Holt

settler–recruit relationship was used for calculating the fj
at all sites. The relationship was configured so that the

entire system collapses when LEP is less than 35% of the
maximum value (Kaplan et al. 2009). The uniform value

of LEP was varied, with larger values leading to
increased negative density dependence. Note that the
use of a single settler–recruit relationship does not imply

that the fj are uniform over space, as the value of fj
depends on the settler–recruit relationship and the

settlement rate at a given site, which will vary over
space due to differences in connectivity.

RESULTS

Empirical data

The values of SR, LR, and RLR calculated from
Saenz-Agudelo et al.’s (2011, 2012) data are reported in

Appendix C. A strong linear relationship is observed

August 2015 2239RETENTION, RECRUITMENT, AND PERSISTENCE



between LR and SR for all years (P , 0.0001 and 0.96 ,

R2 , 0.99; Fig. 2a). The linear relationships between LR

and RLR (P , 0.05 and 0.77 , R2 , 0.82; Fig. 2b) and

SR and RLR (P , 0.05, 0.67 , R2 , 0.81; Fig. 2c) are

also significant, but weaker. Cook’s distances .1 were

identified for a small number of observation values

(mainly for sites TA and FI; see Fig. 2). Removing these

values from the data set did not lead to major changes in

the significance of the best-fitted linear models, but their

slope and R2 values occasionally changed significantly.

Simulations

For the 500 simulations performed, we observed that

the correlation between LR and SR was high (R . 0.75)

as long as the LEP variability among patches was

limited (r , 0.2) and remained positive otherwise

(Fig. 3a). The same trend was obtained when different

numbers of patches were used (Appendix D: Fig. D1).

We obtained strong linear relationships between LR and

SR (P , 0.001) for three randomly chosen simulations

with 0.1 , r , 0.2 (Fig. 3b), 0.3 , r , 0.4 (Fig. 3c),

and 0.5 , r , 0.6 (Fig. 3d). The same trend was

obtained when different numbers of patches were used

(Appendix D: Fig. D2). As the matrices M were always

adjusted so that the maximum eigenvalue was very close

to 1 and the mean LEP value was 1, the largest

eigenvalue kC of the connectivity matrices C was always

1, which was therefore also the expected slope of the LR

vs. SR relationship.

Essentially identical results were obtained for the

relationship between LR and RLR, with correlation

coefficients decreasing as the standard deviation in

larval survival rates between release sites increased.

Density dependence

When density-dependent recruitment is integrated

into simulations, LR measurements based on recruits

as opposed to settlers decrease at all sites as egg

production (and therefore the strength of density

dependence) is increased (Fig. 4a), whereas SR and

RLR can either increase or decrease as a function of egg

production (Fig. 4b, c). The asymptotic value of LR

needed for assessing self-persistence of individual sites

(Burgess et al. 2014) is only obtained when population

size is small (left-hand side of Fig. 4a). The relative

ordering of sites from ‘‘most’’ to ‘‘least’’ retentive can

change as a function of density dependence for all three

retention indices. SR and LR continue to have a

proportional relationship (for each value of LEP), but

the relationship between LR and RLR is perturbed, as

density dependence will be perceived as changes in larval

survival between release sites.

If retention indices are calculated based on counting

settlers instead of recruits (not shown), then LR and

RLR are unaffected by density dependence, whereas SR

is affected by density dependence and values are

identical to those from collecting recruits (i.e., Fig.

FIG. 2. Plots of Saenz-Agudelo et al.’s (2011, 2012) data
(Appendix C) for years 2008 (black), 2009 (dark gray), and
2010 (light gray): (a) local retention (LR) vs. self-recruitment
(SR), (b) LR vs. relative local retention (RLR), (c) SR vs. RLR.
Best-fitted linear models with a slope significantly different
from 0 (P , 0.001, solid line; P , 0.01, dashed line; P , 0.05,
dot-dashed line) are shown. Data from the TA and FI sites had
observation values with Cook’s distances .1.
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4b). As a result, the proportional relationship between

SR and LR is perturbed as density dependence mimics

variability between sites in LEP (see Simulations and

Fig. 3), whereas the relationship between LR and RLR

remains unchanged.

DISCUSSION

The potential utility of connectivity information for

understanding population dynamics and persistence of

reserve networks is one of the major factors driving

empirical and model-based estimations of larval dis-

persal in marine systems (Botsford et al. 2009, Cowen

and Sponaugle 2009). It has been argued that self-

recruitment (SR) does not provide useful information

for assessing population persistence, but rather that

local retention (LR), in combination with an estimate of

lifetime egg production (LEP), is required to assess self-

persistence of individual sites and that the full connec-

tivity matrix is needed for assessing network persistence

(Burgess et al. 2014). While overall we agree with this

appraisal, here we demonstrate that SR and relative

local retention (RLR), which are much easier to measure

in the field than LR, often provide valuable comple-

mentary information for understanding retention and

connectivity in marine systems. For systems that are

reasonably close to being at a stable age distribution or

equilibrium state and to having LEP uniform over

space, theoretical and simulation results demonstrate

that there is a strong, proportional relationship between

FIG. 3. Effect of spatially heterogeneous values of lifetime egg production (LEP) on the relationship between self-recruitment
(SR) and local retention (LR) assessed with simulations of the dynamical system (Eq. 4). (a) Correlation coefficient R of LR vs. SR
asymptotic values as a function of r, the standard deviation of LEP values among eight patches. Results from 500 simulations are
shown, among which nine (solid gray circles) were randomly selected to illustrate the LR vs. SR asymptotic relationships obtained
along the patches when (b) 0.1 , r , 0.2, (c) 0.3 , r , 0.4, and (d) 0.5 , r , 0.6. Best-fitted linear models with a slope
significantly different from 0 (P , 0.001) are shown. Values with Cook’s distances .1 are marked with 1.
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SR and LR (Fig. 3). The empirical comparison also

indicates that there is a relationship between SR and LR

(Fig. 2a), suggesting that these two conditions are close

to holding for that particular system. Similarly, for

systems where larval mortality rates are a relatively

uniform function of release site, RLR and LR will also

be proportional. Although more empirical verification is

needed to test the general applicability of these results to

multiple, disparate marine systems, proportional rela-

tionships between LR, SR, and RLR have a direct

practical consequence: measuring SR and RLR at

several sites may provide information about the relative

strength of LR over sites. Though these relative rates of

LR cannot, by themselves, be used to determine self-

persistence, knowing that one site is, for example, twice

as retentive as another may be valuable information for

implementing strategies that could maximize persistence

in data-limited situations. For example, in cases where

coherent ocean transport patterns generate well-defined

regions over which retention rates are expected to be

similar (e.g., in upwelling systems where offshore

transport varies predictably, reaching a maximum near

headlands and decreasing in embayments; Chavez and

Messié 2009), having information about the relative

strength of LR could lead to better management plans.

These results suggest a hierarchy of desirable infor-

mation for assessing persistence and designing reserve

networks in marine systems. Ideally, one would measure

both LEP and the entire connectivity matrix to assess

persistence for any arbitrary change to the pattern of

LEP or connectivity. Though larval transport models

can often estimate the entire connectivity matrix, these

models generally use unrealistic simplifying assumptions

for larval behavior and recruitment that may have

important consequences for the accuracy of results (Leis

et al. 2011). Unfortunately, it is rarely possible to

measure the full connectivity matrix experimentally.

Given these limitations, measuring LEP and LR allows

one to assess self-persistence of individual sites at

potentially lower experimental cost.

Nevertheless, there are numerous situations where

these measurements are either not possible or will not

determine persistence. As an example of the latter,

consider cases where mean larval dispersal distances

exceed the spatial scale of individual study sites. In these

cases, no study site may be found to be self-persistent.

Furthermore, if density dependence is important and

only recruits can be captured, then LR measurements

will not be equivalent to the LR values that determine

persistence at small population size (though LR

measurements with negative density dependence will be

lower, and therefore provide conservative estimates of

the tendency for self-persistence; see Fig. 4a). Under

these circumstances, there may be value in estimating SR

or RLR at multiple sites. In addition, SR measures the

realized accumulation kernel into a given site (sensu

Aiken et al. 2007, Shima and Swearer 2010) and RLR is

a measure of the realized dispersal kernel from a given

site, so that source sites (sensu White 2008) have SRi .

RLRi (more larvae disperse from i than to i ), whereas

sinks have SRi , RLRi. Note that RLR includes

recruitment to all possible habitat patches, whereas

empirical studies necessarily include recruitment to a

FIG. 4. (a) Local retention (LR), (b) self-recruitment (SR),
and (c) relative local retention (RLR) as a function of lifetime
egg production (LEP) for a randomly selected simulation with
density-dependent recruitment and a random dispersal matrix.
Each solid curve represents results for one of eight total
patches. The vertical dashed line indicates the LEP value below
which the system collapses, above which negative density
dependence becomes significant.
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limited number of sites, which could result in overesti-

mating RLR. Consisting solely of an estimate of the

fraction of larvae at a site of local origin, SR is likely the

easiest of the three quantities to determine experimen-

tally, and, therefore, may be of interest if management

resources for assessing persistence are limited.

Perhaps most importantly, measuring both SR and

LR provides valuable information with respect to local

self-persistence and global persistence. As SR and LR

are asymptotically related to each other by the dominant

eigenvalue of the connectivity matrix, the ratio of these

two, multiplied by LEP, can be used to test for

persistence of the entire system. This global persistence

test, LEP 3 LR/SR � 1, is the natural extension of that

for self-persistence highlighted by Burgess et al. (2014),

namely LEP 3 LR � 1, with SR taking into account

larval input from external sources. As LR/SR is just the

total recruitment divided by total egg production, this

global persistence condition is just a reframing of the

replacement concept, i.e., that eggs per recruit (LEP)

multiplied by recruits per egg (LR/SR) must be sufficient

to ensure individual replacement. It is important to note

that one could just measure LEP, total recruitment, and

egg production to test for global persistence, without

going through the more difficult calculation of LR and

SR. However, doing so does not permit assessing self-

persistence, nor would it contribute to understanding

connectivity and source–sink dynamics.

Reversing this global persistence relationship allows

one to estimate a critical LEP value that assures

persistence of the entire population, often a highly

prized piece of information for fisheries management

(Myers et al. 1999). Interestingly, this estimate does not

require that all sites be visited. In practice, estimates

from multiple (though not all) sites could be combined

to address spatiotemporal variability in LEP and

connectivity rates. As an example, 1/LR values for

Saenz-Agudelo et al.’s (2011, 2012) data range from 2.37

to 29, whereas the mean SR/LR value is 0.76, indicating

that between three and 38 times less LEP is necessary to

assure global persistence than self-persistence of indi-

vidual sites. This highlights the important contribution

of larval exchange between sites for persistence in this

system.

It is important to note that these results depend on LEP

being relatively uniform over space. Ideally, empirical

connectivity studies should estimate LEP at multiple

study sites, though this may not always be feasible.

Factors contributing to spatially inhomogeneous LEP

values include heterogeneous exploitation effort, e.g., due

to the presence of marine protected areas (MPAs).

Therefore, this type of analysis is more appropriate for

systems for which MPAs have not yet been established.

Simulations are a useful approach to assessing the effects

of spatially inhomogeneous LEP values on SR vs. LR

correlation levels (Fig. 3a; Appendix D: Fig. D1), and

ultimately on the usability of our condition of global

metapopulation persistence in the field.

Ultimately, the decision of how best to assess

connectivity in a given system depends on numerous

factors, including the intended use of this information

(e.g., population dynamics or genetic connectivity),

available resources, and the biological details of the

system. This study provides a conceptual framework for

PLATE 1. A pair of juvenile saddleback clownfish (Amphiprion polymnus) at their host anemone (Stichodactyla hadonni) in
Bootless Bay, Papua New Guinea. Photo credit: P. Saenz-Agudelo.
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assessing some of the benefits and limitations of
different connectivity indices, and maximizing the value

of information collected. It is our hope that this
framework forms the basis for future decisions regard-
ing investment of scientific resources for measuring

connectivity and dispersal in marine systems.
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ERRATUM

Christophe Lett and colleagues discovered two mistakes that appeared in their paper (C. Lett, T. Nguyen-Huu, M.

Cuif, P. Saenz-Agudelo, and D. M. Kaplan. 2015. Linking local retention, self-recruitment, and persistence in
marine metapopulations. Ecology 96:2236–2244) published in the August issue. In the legend of Fig. 1, the 4th line
should read ‘‘. . . at patch i and cji is the proportion . . .’’ instead of ‘‘. . . at patch ij and cij is the proportion . . . .’’ These
errors were introduced in the editorial process and we apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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